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Which

Are You? 

IDEAL IDEAL 
SUPER-SUPER-
POWER?POWER?

PEOPLE PEOPLE 
COME TO COME TO 

YOU FOR?YOU FOR?

DREAM DREAM 
PICNIC PICNIC 
SPOT?SPOT?

MEANING MEANING 
OF LIFE?OF LIFE?

INTROVERT INTROVERT 
OR EXTRO-OR EXTRO-

VERT?VERT?

BIGGEST BIGGEST 
FEAR?FEAR?

EARLY BIRD EARLY BIRD 
OR NIGHT OR NIGHT 

OWL?OWL?

flightflight

They They 
don’t...don’t...

AdviceAdvice

Mone
y

Mone
y

Losing Losing othersothers

DeathDeath

To be To be happyhappy

It’sIt’s what you  what you make ITmake IT

Still Still figuring figuring that outthat out

Introvert
Introvert

Ext
rov

ert
Ext

rov
ert

Atop a foggy Atop a foggy mountainmountain
Night Night owlowl

HeightsHeights
invisibilityinvisibility

FLOWER
Take this quiz to discover Take this quiz to discover which flower matches which flower matches your personality!your personality!

Nah, let’s
 

Nah, let’s
 

go to 
a 

go to 
a 

restau
rant

restau
rant

On a rowboat, 
On a rowboat, on a lake

on a lake

A Good A Good 
timetime

START
START

spidersspiders
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(SEE OUR LAST ISSUE)(SEE OUR LAST ISSUE)

YOUR YOUR 
GO-TO GO-TO 

DRINK?DRINK?
MilkMilkshakeshake

Herbal
Herbal tea tea

BobaBoba

CoffeeCoffee

Touc
h

Touc
h

Gifts
Gifts

Words of Words of 
affirmationaffirmation

It depends
It depends

Early Early birdbird

flip
 fo

r 

flip
 fo

r 
the

 
the

 
mea

nin
gs!

mea
nin

gs!

YOUR LOVEYOUR LOVE
 LANGUAGE? LANGUAGE?

forsythia

Daisy

Black Tulip

Orchid

LAvendEr
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DAISYDAISY
Being around a daisy is always a blast! You have a young spirit and a happy-
go-lucky attitude. You never shy away from an adventure (hiking, anyone?) 
and are always making others laugh. People can underestimate your intel-
lect, but those that truly know you understand that there is more that lies 
beneath your bubbly exterior.

BLACK TULIPBLACK TULIP
The black tulip represents power, elegance and a tad of mystery. You are 
someone who instantly commands every room you walk into and who in-
spires everyone you meet. Many admire your striking appearance and how 
you maintain your composure in the toughest times, but deep down, you 
also have a softer side that you only reveal to those closest to you.

ORCHIDORCHID
In cultures across the world, orchids are gifted to loved ones as a symbol 
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care for your friends and family. While it may take some time to get to know 
you, the relationships you forge are meaningful and long-lasting.

LAVENDERLAVENDER
The scent of a lavender is known for its relaxing powers–powers which you 
embody perfectly. Your sincerity, thoughtfulness and calm energy makes it 
easy for people to love you. People can count on you to de-escalate a con-
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ing hand or word of advice.

FORSYTHIAFORSYTHIA
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You are a glass-half-full people person who uplifts others with a kind word 
or witty line. You’ve got major creative energy and serious talent that people 
cannot help but admire. It takes time for people to earn your love, but once 
they have it, your love is unconditional.


